I. Introduction

This past year has seen continued activity in money laundering ("ML") regulation and enforcement involving "cryptocurrency," terrorist finance ("TF"), and forfeiture law.

Money launderers and others engaged in criminal activity were early adopters of virtual or cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, which permits them to avoid the formal financial system, and thus, detection mechanisms. When cryptocurrencies have been used for illicit activity, some perpetrators have been successfully prosecuted. But the relative anonymity that is a key feature of many cryptocurrencies makes investigation and prosecution difficult. Further, as discussed below, the United States and other countries have taken various approaches to regulating cryptocurrencies, with some countries encouraging their use, others substantially forbidding them, and still others taking a middle path.

Recent terrorist activity has focused the spotlight on terrorist finance. As law enforcement and regulators continue to respond to new threats, individuals and organizations involved in financing terrorism are responding by utilizing new technologies such as cryptocurrency, crowdfunding, and online payment systems. Terrorist organizations are highly diversified and opportunistic; in addition to adopting sophisticated funding mechanisms, they continue to use low-tech, informal currency transfer systems. Further, as the group calling itself the Islamic State has shown, terrorists are exploiting natural resources and antiquities to fund their operations. Finally, terrorist groups engage in criminal activity such as drug trafficking, extortion, and kidnapping for ransom to raise funds.

The United States has long prohibited the financing of terrorism. United States law permits private civil suits against those who finance acts that injure or kill United States citizens or residents abroad — as primary, or as of 2015, secondary violators. Because of the difficulties involved in suing and collecting judgments from terrorists or terrorist
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organizations, however, individuals injured by terrorism have pursued cases against other entities, including financial institutions. Although a number of cases involving allegations of terrorist finance have been filed against major financial institutions, few have been tried. One such case has led to a large settlement in 2015, however, following a jury’s finding of liability.

Finally, for the second year in a row, the United States Supreme Court has taken up the pretrial restraint of allegedly forfeitable assets, which the defendant sought to use for legal fees. In 2014, the Court held that there was no Fifth or Sixth Amendment violation when tainted assets were restrained without a pretrial hearing as to the grand jury’s determination that probable cause existed that the defendant committed the offense for which forfeiture was authorized. In 2015, the Court considered whether substitute assets may be restrained when the defendant allegedly dissipated purportedly tainted assets. In March 2016, a plurality decided that the government could not restrain untainted assets pretrial.

A. Recent Developments

1. Cryptocurrencies

Cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, were certainly not new in 2015, but with the first Bitcoin debit card set to debut, and companies and governments investigating new applications for the technology behind Bitcoin, regulators, legal authorities, and courts around the world are addressing complex issues surrounding these currency substitutes.

Cryptocurrencies are digital or virtual currencies that have no intrinsic value; no physical form; often no supply controlled by a central bank (although some early versions had a central controller); and are not backed by a government or other legal entity. Instead, these currencies are privately created, and both the currency and transactions between users are conducted and verified via secure cryptographic communications.

There are currently over six hundred cryptocurrencies in existence, but only six of those have market capitalization of more than ten million dollars. Altogether, cryptocurrencies have a market capitalization of about $5.3 billion, approximately $4.8 billion of which is attributable to Bitcoin, the best-known cryptocurrency. Despite this, the volume of Bitcoin transactions is modest. Approximately 80% of users appear to treat it as a commodity, speculating in Bitcoin and hoping to turn a profit when its value increases,
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rather than using it as a currency substitute to pay for goods and services. By contrast, nearly $1.36 trillion in physical United States dollars are in circulation.

While some have questioned whether the growth of non-currency transactions will lead to the development of the surveillance state, many countries are increasingly moving to cashless transactions, that is, transactions by debit or credit card, or other currency substitute, instead of physical currency. Along with currency substitutes such as credit or debit cards, cryptocurrencies may soon provide a viable alternative to cash transactions. As the United States Treasury Department noted in its 2015 National Money Laundering Risk Assessment, “[t]he development of virtual currencies is an attempt to meet a legitimate market demand.”

Unlike credit cards, wire transfers, electronic funds transfers, and other similar non-currency methods of transferring value, cryptocurrencies are pseudonymous, written under a false name. The most widely used and best known cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, is very transparent as to completed transactions, but pseudonymous as to the participants.

Bitcoin transactions are viewable on a publicly distributed ledger or “blockchain,” which contains a complete record of all transactions ever processed using Bitcoins, and permits any user’s computer to verify the validity of any completed transaction. The blockchain does not record personally identifying information; instead transactions are authenticated by “digital signatures corresponding to the sending addresses.” The system is highly secure and transactions are irreversible.

Because this system is pseudonymous by design, criminals or would-be criminals cannot steal a user’s identity and access their Bitcoin wallet without permission. At the same time, cryptocurrencies have been enthusiastically adopted by criminals and terrorists to mask their illegal activities, researchers believe that by utilizing sophisticated computer
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time, because users can buy and sell goods or Bitcoins without revealing their true identities, cryptocurrencies may be used to conceal or facilitate illicit activity. “Criminals like the digital currency because it can be held in a digital wallet that does not have to be registered with any government or financial authority—and because it can be easily exchanged for real money.”

Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have been used to perpetrate and facilitate criminal activity, including black market transactions, drug trafficking, murder for hire, and buying and selling stolen credit card information. These currencies are also increasingly enabling new forms of criminal activity including crowd-funding child exploitation material, buying and selling lethal toxins over the Internet, and engaging in online extortion. Indeed, hackers who seize control of computers for ransom, including those belonging to financial firms and police departments, often demand Bitcoins in lieu of currency in exchange for returning control of the computer to the user.

Bitcoin is also becoming a preferred mechanism for terrorists looking to fund their operations. The United States Treasury Department has reported that terrorist financiers are increasingly turning to cryptocurrencies as authorities stem the flow of illicit funds through banks and financial institutions.

2. Criminal Prosecutions

Authorities in the United States have already successfully prosecuted cases in which cryptocurrencies were used to facilitate criminal activity. The guilty verdict following the three week trial of Ross Ulbricht, aka “Dread Pirate Roberts,” the kingpin behind the Silk Road online black market bazaar, demonstrated that Bitcoins can be traced—at least once investigators have access to the computer from which the transactions were made. In the case against Ulbricht, FBI agents were able to examine the Silk Road’s computer servers in Iceland as well as Ulbricht’s confiscated laptop and matched the Bitcoin wallet addresses found in each to the Bitcoin public ledger blockchain. The FBI, therefore, determined that Ulbricht’s laptop received 3,760 transactions from the Silk Road—the equivalent of $18 million. Ulbricht was convicted on all seven charges for which he was
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indicted, including drug trafficking, continuing criminal enterprise, aiding and abetting the distribution of drugs online, computer hacking, and money laundering.25 He was sentenced to life imprisonment in May 2015 and has appealed his conviction and sentence.26

In a bizarre twist, two former federal agents, Carl M. Force, IV and Shaun W. Bridges, who had been members of the Baltimore Silk Road Task Force were charged with money laundering, wire fraud, and related offenses for stealing Bitcoins during their investigation into the Silk Road and Ulbricht. Force, a former DEA agent, developed a number of unauthorized online personas and engaged in numerous illegal activities for personal financial gain. Specifically, he solicited and received Bitcoins as part of the investigation, failed to report receipt of the funds, and transferred them to his personal account. Force pled guilty to extortion, money laundering, and obstruction of justice and admitted that he offered to sell Ulbricht fake drivers’ licenses and inside information about the Silk Road investigation.27 Force was sentenced to 78 months in prison.28 Bridges, a former U.S. Secret Service agent, diverted over $800,000 in Bitcoin to a personal account at Mt. Gox, the now-defunct Bitcoin exchange that was based in Japan, and then days before seeking a seizure warrant for Mt. Gox’s accounts as part of the Silk Road investigation, wired the money into a personal investment account in the United States. Bridges pled guilty and admitted that he stole $820,000 worth of Bitcoins through a series of complex transactions.29 In December 2015, he was sentenced to serve 71 months imprisonment. In yet another twist, in January 2016, Bridges was re-arrested at his home in Maryland, the day before he was scheduled to report to prison, allegedly while planning to flee the United States. Law enforcement agents reportedly seized passports, “corporate records for ‘offshore entities’ in Belize, Nevis and Mauritius (including one that had been created after his guilty plea),” and stolen bulletproof vests, at least one of which apparently came from the Secret Service.30

3. Regulatory Responses to Cryptocurrency Risks

Even though it may be possible for government authorities to track Bitcoins and other cryptocurrencies and identify those behind illicit transactions, in light of their potential for misuse, the debate about regulating cryptocurrencies continues. The Financial Action Task Force (“FATF”), an inter-governmental organization whose mission is to “set standards and promote effective implementation of legal, regulatory and operational measures for combating money laundering, terrorist financing and other related threats to the integrity of the international financial system,” issued its “Guidance for a Risk-Based Approach to Virtual Currencies.”31 FATF’s Guidance proposes applying a risk-based approach to “anti-money laundering” and “counter-terrorism finance” (“AML/CFT”) risks relating to virtual currencies.32

The recent November 2015 terrorist attacks in Paris, France, led to a heightened focus on potential terrorist financing including the use of cryptocurrency. In response to the attacks, G7 finance officials reportedly announced plans to tighten the regulation of cryptocurrencies at the November 2015 G-20 summit in Antalya, Turkey.33 At the same time, the treatment and regulation of cryptocurrencies, and of the technology that powers cryptocurrency transactions, have become even more important as mainstream banks, financial institutions, securities markets, and other registries investigate other uses for blockchains and public ledgers.34 Because they provide a secure, inexpensive, and transparent way to record transactions, various organizations are considering using blockchains to register ownership and title transfer of securities, real estate, and other property, in addition to cryptocurrencies.

4. Cryptocurrency Regulation: a Global Survey

How cryptocurrencies are treated largely depends on what they are used for and where the activities are taking place. What follows is a brief worldwide survey of the proposed and recently enacted AML/CFT laws and regulations pertaining to cryptocurrencies.35

a. Argentina

In May 2014, Argentina’s central bank issued warnings about the use of cryptocurrencies.36 On August 1, 2014, new regulations imposed by the Unidad de Informacion Financiera, the agency of the Argentine government with AML/CFT
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authority, required all financial services companies in Argentina to report transactions involving Bitcoin and digital currencies.\textsuperscript{37} The government was primarily concerned about the ability of criminals to use cryptocurrencies for money laundering and terrorist finance.\textsuperscript{38}

b. Australia

In September 2015, two of Australia's largest banks, Westpac and Commonwealth Bank of Australia, closed the accounts of at least seventeen Bitcoin and cryptocurrency-related exchanges and businesses, citing concerns over risks, policies, and compliance with AML/CFT regulations.\textsuperscript{39} The acting chief of the Australian Banksers Association stated that the banks were obligated to close the accounts in order to comply with Australian AML/CFT laws if the banks could not view the full chain of transactions, and that new regulations and guidance specifically applicable to Bitcoins and cryptocurrencies would be necessary.\textsuperscript{40} Despite that, there was also news that the Commonwealth Bank of Australia was investigating ways to introduce cryptocurrency technology into international money transfers.\textsuperscript{41}

In October 2015, the Australian government announced that it would review the regulatory powers of the Reserve Bank of Australia and the Australian Securities and Investments Commission in order to create a graduated regulatory response to Bitcoin and other digital currencies.\textsuperscript{42}

c. Brazil

In November 2015, Brazil's House of Representatives held a hearing to discuss proposed legislation that would give Brazil's central bank oversight of all digital currency activity.\textsuperscript{43}
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d. Canada

In 2014, Canada amended its AML/CFT laws in order to subject digital currencies to
the same reporting requirements as money-services businesses.44 Companies in Canada
that deal in cryptocurrencies, as well as cryptocurrency companies targeting Canadian
customers, must now register with the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre
of Canada (FINTRAC), implement compliance programs, keep and retain prescribed
records, report suspicious terrorist-related property transactions, and determine if any of
their customers are “politically exposed persons” and, if so, confirm the source of funds.45

e. China

Since December 2013, according to the Notice on Precautions Against the Risks of
Bitcoins issued by the Central Bank of China and four other Chinese government
agencies and commissions, Bitcoins and other cryptocurrencies are considered a “virtual
commodity” and cannot be circulated and used as currency.46 Banks and other financial
institutions in China are prohibited from dealing in Bitcoins, and the government also
warned about the risks of using Bitcoins for money laundering.47 In April 2014, China’s
central bank ordered all Chinese commercial banks and financial service companies to
close any accounts trading in Bitcoins.48

f. European Union

In May 2015, the European Union adopted an anti-money laundering package designed
to improve the cooperation between the member states’ Financial Intelligence Units,
bring about coordinated policies for EU states dealing with non-member states with
deficient AML controls, and combat the financing of terrorism.49 Building on that new
AML framework, the European Commission began working on an assessment of the ML/
TF risks facing the EU.50 The European Commission’s full analysis and
recommendations will be available by June 2017 and, based upon a January 26, 2015
request by the European Council, the European Commission will pay particular attention
to cryptocurrencies as one of the sectors for assessment.51
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g. Russia

Bitcoin and other virtual currencies appear to be banned in Russia.52 On January 27, 2014, the Central Bank of the Russian Federation recommended that “Russian individuals and legal entities refrain from transactions involving bitcoin” because, in its view, many of the services dealing in Bitcoin exchange were engaged in “lubious activity.”53 The Central Bank was specifically concerned about Bitcoin’s potential for use in “money laundering or terrorist activities.”54 In February 2014, Russia’s Prosecutor General’s Office came out in strong opposition to virtual currencies, explaining that, “Russia’s official currency is the ruble. The introduction of other types of currencies and the issue of money surrogates are banned.”55 On October 8, 2014, the Russian Ministry of Finance proposed legislation that would make transactions in Bitcoin a misdemeanor and impose a fine on those dealing in cybercurrencies.56 As part of the proposal, individuals would be allowed to play with cryptocurrencies, but would not be able to exchange those currencies for real money.57 But Russia’s Ministry of Economic Development strongly criticized the proposed legislation, arguing that the legislation lacked precision and could harm Russia’s economy.58 In January 2015, Russia’s media regulator, Roskomnadzor, blacklisted five websites related to cryptocurrencies.59

h. Sweden

The Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority publicly recognized cryptocurrencies as a means of payment.60 In Sweden, cryptocurrencies are treated like regular currencies and Bitcoin exchanges must register with the regulator and follow its rules and regulations, including AML/CFT regulations applicable to other financial institutions.61

i. United Kingdom

In March 2015, the government of the United Kingdom announced that it intends to apply AML regulation “to digital currency exchanges in the UK, to support innovation and prevent criminal use and will formally consult on the proposed” regulations with the next Parliament.62
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j. United States of America

In March 2013, the United States Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) issued interpretive guidance entitled the Application of FinCEN’s Regulations to Persons Administering, Exchanging, or Using Virtual Currencies.63 FinCEN clarified that a user of virtual currencies is not a “money services business” (MSB) and is therefore “not subject to MSB registration, reporting, and record-keeping regulations,” but that an administrator or service that exchanges Bitcoin for other currencies is an MSB and, more specifically, a money transmitter subject to FinCEN’s regulations.64

FinCEN has subsequently released two administrative rulings concerning the application of the regulations to two companies involved in virtual currency activities.65 One related to a business proposing to facilitate payments between credit card holders and businesses that deal only in cryptocurrencies;66 the other proposed to set up a virtual currency trading platform.67 In both instances, FinCEN denied the companies’ applications for exemption from the MSB regulations.68

On May 5, 2015, in conjunction with the United States Attorney for the Northern District of California,69 FinCEN brought its first cryptocurrency enforcement action against Ripple Labs Inc., a virtual currency exchange, for failing to register as an MSB and failing to implement and maintain an AML program.70 Ripple ultimately settled with FinCEN and the Department of Justice (DOJ) and paid a total penalty of $700,000 ($450,000 to the DOJ and $250,000 to the Treasury).71 agreed to cooperate with FinCEN and DOJ, to register as an MSB, and to implement a compliance program.72
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B. TERRORIST FINANCE

1. 2015 ATA Amendments: Secondary Liability for Terrorist Funding

Following the murder by Palestinian hijackers of Leon Klinghoffer, a wheelchair-bound American tourist, aboard the cruise ship Achille Lauro, Congress passed the Anti-Terrorism Act of 1990 (“ATA”). When United States citizens or residents are injured or killed outside the United States, the ATA permits victims and their survivors to sue funders of terrorists and terrorist organizations for damages.

On September 26, 2015, the ATA was amended to include an express cause of action for aiding and abetting or conspiring to fund terrorism. The Act’s stated purpose is to provide civil litigants with the broadest possible basis, consistent with the Constitution of the United States, to seek relief against persons, entities, and foreign countries, wherever acting and wherever they may be found, that have provided material support, directly or indirectly, to foreign organizations or persons that engage in terrorist activities against the United States.

Previously, the Second and Seventh Circuits, and district courts in the Fifth and Eleventh Circuits, held that the ATA did not provide for secondary liability. The Act’s amendments to section 2333 have now explicitly broadened the scope of liability to include secondary actors.
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a. Civil Suits Against Financial Institutions

While a number of plaintiffs have brought suits alleging that financial institutions have been complicit in financing terrorism and terrorist support organizations, few cases have gone to trial. Although each case is different, these lawsuits generally involve complicated legal, evidentiary, and other issues, and may implicate international relations. Among other things, evidence may be outside the United States; the parties may engage in extensive motion practice; and evidence concerning terrorist organizations may be subject to national security restrictions in the United States and other countries.

On September 22, 2014, a jury in Brooklyn, New York, which heard evidence concerning approximately 300 plaintiffs injured or killed in 24 separate attacks during the second Palestinian Intifada, found Arab Bank liable for providing material support to Hamas. The court had bifurcated the case and scheduled a second trial to determine damages for the plaintiffs who claimed that they or their relatives had been injured or killed in Hamas attacks in Israel and the Palestinian Territories years earlier. Three days before the damages trial was set to begin in August 2015, Arab Bank, a Jordanian-headquartered entity that is one of the largest financial institutions in the Middle East, settled the lawsuits. The settlement reportedly resolves all of the cases filed by approximately 500 plaintiffs, however, the details are confidential and Arab Bank has contested reports valuing the settlement at just over $1 billion.

Other ATA suits have been filed including against Bank of China Ltd. (see Wultz v. Bank of China Ltd.), which was accused of providing services to the Palestine Islamic Jihad ("PIJ"), and Crédit Lyonnais, S.A., which was accused of aiding Hamas (Strauss v. Crédit Lyonnais, S.A.).
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Lyonnais, S.A.). The Wultz case has since been voluntarily dismissed, although plaintiffs filed a notice of appeal relating to a sealed document. The Strauss case remains pending.85


In October 2015, FATF issued a report titled “Emerging Terrorist Finance Risks” (“TF Report”).86 The TF Report makes for chilling reading—it discusses the means used by terrorists to raise funds to be used for operations, to provide material support for fighters and their families, and to meet their other financial requirements.

The TF Report explains that while lone terrorists or terrorist recruits may be self-funded, large-scale terrorist organizations are sophisticated modern businesses with accounting and finance staff, spreadsheets and financial reports, social media fundraising platforms, and complex financial networks.87 Moreover, large-scale terrorist organizations are not squeamish about their revenue sources. While it is unlikely that each organization uses every one of these money raising schemes, the TF Report describes the fund raising mechanisms as including the following: bank robbery; fraudulent loan applications; insurance fraud; direct social media requests (some of which are video or image based to avoid detection); crowdfunded donations, sometimes based on misleading representations about the funding requests; kidnapping for ransom; extortion; and the exploitation of antiquities or natural resources.88 The funds may be laundered or moved by means of informal transfer systems, prepaid debit cards, as cash, in cryptocurrency, or through complex structuring and layering transactions.89

Given the use of the formal financial system for at least some of these transactions, it is incumbent on financial institutions to examine and if necessary recalibrate their due diligence and internal controls to detect and interrupt the misuse of the financial sector, and to report any suspicious activity.

Informal financial transactions are obviously harder to spot, and the use of social media for messaging and fundraising requires ongoing monitoring. FATF repeatedly noted in the TF Report that social media providers have not been complicit in terrorist finance and have in fact reported suspicious activity. However, such companies must continue to maintain and enhance their controls in order to continue to identify and disrupt the misuse of their platforms. Although the authors of this year-in-review report are not aware of any ATA suits against social media companies or crowdfunding platforms, there is no reason to believe that, if evidence that such an entity had actual knowledge of or was
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extremely reckless as to the use of its technology to fund terrorism, a plaintiff would not bring an ATA suit.

C. Recent United States Supreme Court Forfeiture Cases

Under federal law, property may be forfeited either civilly or criminally where it represents the proceeds of certain criminal activity, or can be traced to such proceeds. In addition, when the proceeds have been dissipated and cannot be traced, federal law provides for the criminal forfeiture of substitute assets.90

Civil forfeiture proceedings are in rem; that is, the government proceeds against the property to establish its superior title. A criminal forfeiture is imposed upon conviction, as part of a defendant’s sentence. For both civil and criminal forfeitures, under the relation-back principle, the tainted assets belong to the government from the time of the violation.91

The government may restrain forfeitable assets prior to trial. That is, the government may obtain a seizure warrant if the court finds that “there is probable cause to believe that the property to be seized would, in the event of conviction, be subject to forfeiture,” and that an order imposing a bond or other security or conditions may not be sufficient to ensure that the property will be available if the defendant is convicted.92

In its past two terms, the United States Supreme Court has addressed the collision between a criminal defendant’s Fifth and Sixth Amendment right to retain chosen counsel and the government’s right to restrain assets pretrial. In Kaley v. United States, decided in 2014, the Supreme Court held that allegedly tainted assets may be restrained pretrial, even when the defendant requires those assets to retain counsel.93

In Kaley, the defendant had not challenged the nexus between the alleged offense and the restrained property. This term, the Court considered whether the government may
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obtain a pretrial order restraining substitute assets, which necessarily have no nexus to the offense, where the defendant contends she needs those assets to retain chosen counsel.94

A year later, in *Luis v. United States*, the Supreme Court again took up the issue of the government’s pretrial restraint of assets. This time, however, the court considered whether the government could restrain untainted assets before trial where the defendant required those assets to retain counsel.95 *Luis* was argued on November 10, 2015 and the Court issued its opinion on March 30, 2016, following the death of Justice Scalia.

*Luis* had been charged with “paying kickbacks, conspiring to commit fraud, and engaging in other crimes all related to health care” under 18 U.S.C. § 1349; §371; 42 U. S. C. § 1320a-7b(b)(2)(A).96 Luis’s alleged schemes purportedly netted her almost $45 million, nearly all of which she had spent. Attempting to preserve the $2 million remaining in her possession for forfeitures and criminal penalties—including, potentially, the forfeiture of untainted substitute assets, the government obtained a freeze order under 18 U.S.C. § 1345(a)(2) from the District Court for the Southern District of Florida, which the Eleventh Circuit affirmed *per curiam.*97

The Supreme Court reversed. In a plurality opinion written by Justice Breyer, the Court affirmed that the right to counsel is “fundamental” and held that the “pretrial restraint of legitimate, untainted assets needed to retain counsel of choice violates the Sixth Amendment.”98 Although this issue has been resolved, other issues remain for future courts to decide. For example, in *Kaley*, the Court held that it was unnecessary for the trial court to conduct a pretrial hearing to determine whether there was probable cause to believe that the seized assets would be forfeitable because that evidence would be considered at trial.99 In *Luis*, the Court assumed that the government could distinguish tainted from untainted assets. What if it cannot? Will trial courts develop a presumption in favor of defendants regarding assets that cannot be readily identified as untainted? As the dissent noted in *Luis*, however, the tainted assets were unavailable because the defendant had spent or given them away, placing them beyond the government’s reach. Arguably, she was rewarded for being either a spendthrift or a clever money launderer.


95. *Id.* at 1–2.

96. *Luis*, 578 U.S. at —, slip op. at 1 (Breyer, J.).

97. *Id.* at 1–2.

98. *Luis*, 578 U.S. at —, slip op. at 3 (Breyer, J.).

99. Ignoring that the defendant had argued that she required access to her assets to retain counsel, the *Kaley* majority stated that because a person could be restrained in custody pretrial, there was no reason not to permit the government to restrain her assets until the conclusion of the trial. See *Kaley*, 134 S.Ct. at 1098-99. While recognizing that criminal defendants “have a vital interest at stake: the constitutional right to retain counsel of their own choosing,” *id.* at 1102, the Court found that this right was impaired “only when the grand jury should never have issued the indictment.” *Id.* at 1103. Of course, by the time that question is resolved at trial, the defendant has been deprived of assets, counsel of her choice, and quite possibly her liberty.
Later cases will inevitably present different facts, and perhaps lead to a different conclusion as to whether any seized assets were in fact untainted.

Although *Luis* signals the outer limits of this trend, *Kaley* is one of a long line of decisions in which courts have chipped away at the Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights of criminal defendants to retain counsel of their choice and pay with funds that the government contends are the proceeds of criminal activity. It is facile to claim that an acquitted defendant will have access to her restrained funds after a trial given that effective representation of criminal defendants is at risk when funding for appointed defense attorneys and public defenders in jurisdictions across the country have been whittled away. While some white collar defendants may have third-party funding from their employers or insurers, defendants who are forced to rely on their own assets to secure counsel may find their resources unavailable.

II. Conclusion

Regulatory and law enforcement authorities in the United States and elsewhere continue to grapple with understanding, classifying, and regulating new technologies, such as cryptocurrencies, which are designed to transfer value more or less anonymously. Because many cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, are decentralized, they have been enthusiastically adopted by criminals and terrorists. The creation of a shadow economy based on cryptocurrency, which is the logical outgrowth of their design, is worrisome given the difficulty in tracing the participants to cryptocurrency transactions. Regulatory and law enforcement agencies are likely to continue their efforts to monitor and control these transactions; whether they can is a function not only of developing legal mechanisms, but also of technological constraints.

Terrorist finance continues to be an area of great concern. In particular, terrorists and their financiers are using every possible means to fund their operations. This is likely to be an area in which enforcement agencies, regulators, the intelligence community, and others, will place substantial emphasis and resources for some time.

Finally, the Supreme Court has now twice addressed pretrial asset seizures when the defendant sought to use the assets to pay for counsel. It remains for the lower courts to continue to define the circumstances under which assets may be restrained in advance of trial.